Abstract. Grid-based mesh generation methods have been available for many years and can provide a reliable method for meshing arbitrary geometries with hexahedral elements. The principal use for these methods has mostly been limited to biological-type models where topology that may incorporate sharp edges and curve definitions are not critical. While these applications have been effective, robust generation of hexahedral meshes on mechanical models, where the topology is typically of prime importance, impose difficulties that existing grid-based methods have not yet effectively addressed. This work introduces a set of procedures that can be used in resolving the features of a geometric model for grid-based hexahedral mesh generation for mechanical or topology-rich models.
Background
The general problem of mesh generation involves discretizing a domain into simple shapes such as tetrahedra and hexahedra. In most cases the problem begins with a three-dimensional domain that is represented with topology and geometry. The topology representation can be as simple as a single surface or as complex as a mechanical assembly with hundreds of interconnected volumes, surfaces, curves and vertices related by means of a Boundary-representation (B-Rep) graph structure. In contrast the geometry representation defines the core mathematical foundation of the curves and surfaces and may be defined as a set of non-uniform rational b-splines or as a simple connected set of triangles. The B-Rep graph usually provides the frame on which the geometry is defined. Both geometry and topology should be considered when developing a mesh.
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Most modern software tools that provide mesh generation capabilities enforce a requirement of geometry-mesh ownership. This provides a convenient method by which the user can apply physical properties and attributes to the topological features of the domain rather than dealing with the mesh itself. While attributes must ultimately be represented on the nodes and elements of the mesh for analysis, from a user's perspective, it is more convenient to assign attributes to the B-Rep entities rather than on individual mesh entities that may change over the course of a study.
To accomplish this, individual mesh entities, including, nodes, faces, edges and elements, must have a child-parent relationship with the B-Rep entities in the model: vertices, curves, surfaces and volumes. Likewise, B-Rep entities must have a parent-child relationship with the mesh entities that they own. This association, in most cases is a one-to-many link; that is, a single B-Rep entity may own multiple mesh entities, but a mesh entity can have only one unique parent. This one-to-many relationship has driven most of the modern meshing algorithms, where independent mesh entity groups can be generated for each individual B-Rep entity in the model and subsequently joined to form a contiguous mesh. Underlying the assumption of the B-Rep→mesh one-tomany relationship is that each B-Rep entity does indeed provide important information to the analysis and that a discrete representation of every B-Rep entity in the model will be represented in the mesh. Unfortunately, geometry creation procedures often developed in solid modeling tools frequently generate anomalous curves and surfaces that are not significant to the analysis. Using these models in a mesh generation system that enforces one-to-many ownership can lead to poor quality elements where the B-Rep will routinely over-constrain the resulting mesh. This work assumes that all entities in the geometric model are important to the analysis and that defeaturing or model simplification procedures such as those illustrated in the overview by Thakur et. al. [14] have already been accomplished.
The development of general-purpose unstructured hexahedral mesh generation procedures that effectively capture both geometry and topology for an arbitrary domain have been a major challenge for the research community. A wide variety of techniques and strategies have been proposed for this problem. It is convenient to classify these methods into two categories: geometry-first and mesh-first. In the former case, a topology and geometry foundation is used upon which a set of nodes and elements is developed. Historically significant methods such as plastering [1] , whisker weaving [12] and the more the recent unconstrained plastering [11] can be considered geometry-first methods. These methods begin with a well defined boundary representation and progressively build a mesh that ensures that properties of mesh ownership are adhered to. Because these methods use the B-Rep entities themselves as the foundation for the algorithm, the parent-child ownership of mesh entities generated is easily built in to the procedures. Most of these methods define some form of advancing front procedure that requires resolution of an interior void and have the advantage of conforming to a prescribed boundary mesh.
Although work in the area is on-going, the ability to generalize these techniques for a comprehensive set of B-Rep configurations has proven a major challenge and has yet to prove successful for a broad range of models.
In contrast, the mesh-first methods start with a base mesh configuration. Procedures are then employed to extract a topology and geometry from the base mesh. These methods include grid-overlay or octree methods. In most cases these methods employ a Cartesian or octree refined grid as the base mesh. Because a complete mesh is used as a starting point, the interior mesh quality is high, however the boundary mesh produced cannot be controlled as easily as in geometry-first approaches. As a result the mesh may suffer from reduced quality at the boundary and can be highly sensitive to model orientation. In addition, grid-overlay methods may not accurately represent the topology and geometric features as defined in the geometric model. In spite of these inherent deficiencies, mesh-first methods have proven a valuable contribution to mesh generation tools for modeling and simulation. In contrast to geometry-first techniques, fully automatic mesh-first methods have been developed for some applications where boundary topology is simple or is not critical to the simulation. In particular, bio-medical models [17] [18] [3] , metal forming applications [8] [4] , and viscous flow [13] methods have utilized these techniques with some success. Automating and extending mesh-first methods for use with general B-Rep topologies would provide an important advance in hexahedral meshing technology.
As one of the first to propose an automatic overlay-grid method, Schneiders [8] developed techniques for refining the grid to better capture geometry. He utilized template-based refinement operations, later extended by Ito [3] and H. Zhang [16] to adapt the grid so that geometric features such as curvature, proximity and local mesh size could be incorporated. Y. Zhang [17] [18] and Yin [15] independently propose an alternate approach known as the Dualcontouring method that discovers and builds sharp features into the model as the procedure progresses. This is especially effective for meshing volumetric data where a predefined topology is unknown and must be extracted as part of the meshing procedure.
The dual contouring method for establishing a base mesh described by Y. Zhang [17] begins by computing intersections of the geometry with edges in the grid. Intersection locations are used to approximate normal and tangent information for the geometry. One point per intersected grid cell is then computed using Hermite interpolation from tangents computed at the grid edges. The base mesh in this case is defined as the dual of the Cartesian grid, using the cell centroids and interpolated node locations at the boundary. While attractive as a method for extracting features from volumetric data, it does not guarantee capture of a pre-existing topology such as that contained in a CAD solid model.
Recent work on mesh-first approaches have focused more on the capturing of features of the geometry. A common thread among many of these methods [17] [3] [9] is the introduction of a buffer layer of hex elements to improve element quality near the boundary. This approach, while effective, still relies on a base mesh that is topologically equivalent to the features of a B-Rep. A drawback of many of these methods is that they tend to neglect the parentchild geometry-to-mesh ownership principals which are important for meshing algorithms to effectively engage with CAD-based modeling tools. With the assumption that all features of a B-Rep are indeed important in modeling the domain, the focus of this study is to propose a procedure whereby topological features can be accurately represented in a finite element mesh using a meshfirst method.
Shepherd [10] describes an approach to mesh-first hexahedral mesh generation utilizing geometric capture procedures. This work utilizes theory and assertions developed in [5] [6] . He asserts that a mesh must be topologically equivalent and geometrically similar to its geometry and B-Rep definition in order to develop a valid conformal mesh of the domain. To be topologically equivalent there must be a consistent correlation between the graph of the mesh and the graph of the B-Rep. This can be accomplished by establishing a one-to-many parent-child relationship between B-Rep and mesh entities. B-Rep entities of dimension r must contain a set of one or more contiguous mesh entities of dimension r, where r = 0, 1, 2, 3. Although not strictly required, geometric similarity between the mesh and the geometry of the domain is desired in order to maintain reasonable mesh quality. For example, aligning the base mesh with the principal orientations of curves and surfaces of the model will minimize the characteristic stair-step effect and increase mesh quality once mapped to the original geometry.
Feature Embedding
For convenience we have limited the base mesh for this study to a Cartesian grid. While it is often desirable to begin with an enriched octree grid or an aligned swept mesh, the Cartesian grid offers simplicity and automation that is easy to generalize for any model. For implementation purposes, a Cartesian grid is very light-weight and fast, avoiding full unstructured mesh data structures required for more general methods. While it is inevitable that mesh enrichment will be needed to more accurately capture small features and high valence vertices and curves, there is value in understanding the principles needed to embed topology through the use of a Cartesian grid. Indeed, it is expected that through careful application of topology embedding, that the need for mesh enrichment will be reduced.
Shepherd [10] outlines an algorithm which is convenient to use as the context for this work. The overall procedure is illustrated in figure 1 . Beginning from a CAD model, a Cartesian grid is defined enclosing the model. A 2-manifold is then established from an inside-out procedure on which a topology capture algorithm is performed and subsequently projected to the geometry. A series of one or more buffer layers known as fundamental sheets are then inserted at the boundary, followed by a series of mesh optimization steps to improve mesh quality. This work will focus specifically on the topology capture procedure illustrated in figure 1(c) and leave the sheet insertion and mesh optimization procedures for a future study.
Establishing a 2-manifold on which topology is captured implies developing a base mesh and using the bounding set of quadrilaterals from a contiguous set of hexahedra on which vertex and curve topology is embedded. Shepherd suggests that tailoring a base mesh to the features and characteristics of the domain is advantageous. For example, where the bulk outline of a model is generally cylindrical, then a base mesh constructed from the sweep of a bounding cylinder would yield better results than using a Cartesian grid. However, this procedure is not easily generalized nor automated and would also be a valuable topic for future study. Instead, most current literature indicates that a base mesh is established from a Cartesian grid. In these cases individual hexes are tested for inclusion or exclusion based on common inout procedures. In-out procedures classify each cell in the grid based upon its centroid's relative position with respect to the boundary of the domain. The continuous set of hexes that are completely contained within the geometry and optionally combined with hexes that are intersecting the domain are used. In many cases, mesh enrichment procedures using octree decomposition are used at this stage to ensure the geometry is effectively represented. In many cases special procedures are used to ensure non-manifold connections and non-contiguous regions within the hex mesh are eliminated.
Whether a base grid is defined using traditional in-out procedures or through a dual contouring procedure, topologic equivalence may not be adequately taken into account. Figures 2 to 4 show examples where standard methods for defining a base grid may be inadequate. The single hexahedra at the apex of the pyramid in figure 2 provides a maximum of a 3-valent node on which to embed a 4-valent vertex. Without subsequent mesh enrichment, topology capture would be impossible at this location. Although Shepherd [10] proposes local pillowing operations to enrich the valence, it also requires an unstructured mesh data representation consequently reducing the efficiency of the proposed procedures and can also result in marginal quality hexahedra to achieve the required valence.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate another potential issue with traditional base mesh definitions for mesh-first procedures. Neither the cells intersecting the geometry, nor the cells on the interior of the geometry produce a set of hexes that can build a topologically equivalent mesh without special procedures to combine the results from the two cases. In examples such as these, mesh enrichment strategies can be employed to locally refine the grid using templatebased refinement techniques [3] . In order to provide complete generality, these methods typically require a 1 → 27 refinement strategy. That is, each hex in the refinement region is decomposed into 27 hexahedra. In addition to introducing artificially high gradients on the local mesh size, transition elements, typically of marginal quality, are needed to ensure a conformal mesh between coarse and fine regions.
In an attempt to better control some of these issues, this work proposes using the full three dimensional Cartesian grid on which the B-Rep topology is progressively extracted. Initially limiting the topology extraction problem to a 2-manifold, as originally proposed by Shepherd [10] and others, may over constrain the problem such that specialized procedures are required to enrich the grid where otherwise a full 3D approach would naturally extract topologic equivalence from the grid. However, it is clear that mesh enrichment strategies will still need to be employed, particularly for features significantly smaller than the grid cell size and for vertex valence greater than 6. We contend that the use of such procedures may be reduced by limiting specialized mesh enrichment procedures that impose high valent or marginal transition elements, ultimately improving overall mesh quality.
Embedding Procedures
Beginning from the solid model boundary representation of the model, the current implementation may first employ defeaturing as described by Quadros et. al. [7] and then extract the facets from the model to use as an approximate geometry representation. Using the faceted form of the model allows for easy integration of this procedure with the discrete feature suppression procedures also described in [7] . Also beneficial is that geometry evaluation during the embedding procedures can be limited to evaluation of planar triangles and linear edges rather than evaluations using a full B-spline library. A Cartesian grid that completely encloses the geometry with a user-defined resolution is then established. While there is no explicit requirement on grid cell size, for practical purposes the cells should be approximately smaller than the smallest feature size in the geometry. The grid may also be optionally oriented so that a tight fitting bounding box is established to help align curves and surfaces with the principal axes of the grid. To maintain the advantages of a Cartesian grid, rather than transforming the grid itself, the geometry can be transformed into the Cartesian space during the embedding procedures and transformed back when complete.
The approach taken for embedding features follows roughly the bottomup method of mesh generation, where successive dimensions are embedded starting from vertices and continuing through curves, surfaces and volumes. 
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Embedding Vertices

Capturing nodes at vertices
Vertices can be embedded in most cases by simply finding the closest node in the grid to each vertex in the B-Rep. Collisions may occur where multiple vertices may claim the same grid node. Collision resolution in this case is handled by selecting the closest vertex to the node in question and successively assigning ownership to nearby grid nodes based on their relative distance.
Capturing edges at vertices
Once vertex locations are assigned, grid edges at the selected grid node must be matched with appropriate curves. Figure 5 shows
where μ ij is a value 0 ≤ μ ij ≤ 1 that represents how well curve G Once the metric μ ij has been computed for each edge with respect to each curve at the vertex, all permutations of pairings between edges and curves are computed and the sum of μ ij for each permutation is determined. The pairings can then be ranked from best to worst based on their μ ij sums. For example, in figure 5 a ranking of all possible curve-edge pairings are compiled. Given 6 possible edges assigned to 4 curves, the total number of permutations of edge pairings would be 6 · 5 · 4 · 3 = 360 permutations. For the worst case of a 5 or 6 valent vertex, the total number of permutations would be 6! or 720. The curve-edge pairing with the highest μ ij sum is used as the candidate set of edges to be used to represent the curves at the vertex. For the example in figure 5 the selected candidate edge-curve pairings are shown at right. Note that multiple edge-curve permutations may yield identical μ ij sums as in this simple example.
Capturing faces at vertices
Even after selecting the best candidate edge-curve pairing for a given vertex, there is no guarantee that a valid topology that matches the local surface configuration can be established. For this reason a face-surface pairing procedure is also used. The best candidate edge-curve pairing is used as the starting point for this procedure. For any B-Rep graph of a three-dimensional domain, each vertex will have an equal number of edges and surfaces sharing the common vertex. Having defined edge-curve pairings, it remains to find a path of faces at the vertex between existing edge-curve pairs such that each surface is represented by at least one face. Figure 6 shows the same example of a pyramid apex and the local grid topology at node M Figure 7 is a representation of the edge-face graph at any node in a Cartesian grid. Using this connectivity information, 
where J i is an integer that represents the ideal number of faces that should represent surface G ij with the maximum m ij . Subsequent paths can also be computed in a similar manner. The fact that edges and faces can only be used once, may block an optimal path between any given pair of edges, however alternate paths can generally be found. The final set of paths is represented in figure 7 as thicker lines and are illustrated as faces in figure 6 .
Once a valid set of faces and edges have been determined using the preceding algorithm, there is still no guarantee that an optimal solution has been found. Given the fact that equation 1 may yield identical or similar metrics μ ij for different permutations of edge-curve pairings, it may be necessary to check multiple edge-curve pairings by determining their associated facesurface pairings. This can be done by keeping track of the sum of m ij for the face-surface pairings associated with each edge-curve pairing. For most cases, a limited number of edge-curve pairings will need to be tested before an optimal is determined.
Capturing cells at vertices
The final step in matching grid topology at a vertex is to capture the grid cells that will be inside the volume. In practice this is done by finding the face that is well-aligned with its associated surface. We can determine alignment based on the dot product of the face with the surface normal. Using the surface normal we can then determine which side of the face is defined as inside and which is defined as outside. By selecting the inside cell and traversing to neighboring cells sharing the node M 0 i that are on the same side as the inside cell, all cells at the node inside the volume can be selected.
An example of topology captured at the vertices of the simple pyramid problem is shown in figure 8 . Fig. 8 . The grid topology captured for vertices of a simple pyramid model is illustrated. The procedure described here has been used to select the appropriate grid topology.
Embedding Curves
Capturing edges at curves
The next step of the procedure involves embedding curves into the grid topology, or specifically the set E G→M = {M
We can gather a set of grid edges for each curve by starting from the grid edge associated with the curve at each vertex that we determined in the previous step and finding a collision free path between the start and ending grid edges on the curve. For this procedure, knowing the edge at position k on the curve, we can determine the next grid edge at position k + 1 by examining the 5 connected edges at its end. Equation 6 can then be used to select the best next edge in the path.
The variables in equations 4 to 6 are illustrated in figure 9 . figure 9 . This ensures that when the curve is close to the grid edges, that the tangent component will control, while for distances beyond the grid spacing, s, the distance component will control.
Some of the possible edge selections may be eliminated by examining the end node of each of the edges to see if they are already in use. While this will avoid collisions, in some cases a non-optimal path may be selected. Possible alternative paths may be generated by starting from opposite ends of the curve or by changing the order in which curves are processed. Optimal curve paths may be generated by minimizing the direction changes between grid edges representing the curve, and attempting to modify the edge-curve pairing of those curves where μ ij is small while attempting to maximize the average μ ij . This may require multiple iterations to define an optimal curve path. Figure 10 left shows edge paths representing the curves for the pyramid problem. Where curves are not naturally aligned with one of the coordinate axes, multiple direction changes between grid edges are unavoidable, which will ultimately reduce final mesh quality. 
Capturing faces and cells at curves
Another important aspect of the curve capture problem is selecting the cells at the curve that will be interior to the volume. Knowing the orientation and angle between surfaces at the curve, we can attempt to control the number and position of each grid cell so that final mesh topology will match as close as possible to the B-Rep. Figure 11 Another issue which must be resolved is potential collisions between cells as the algorithm proceeds. This is common especially at adjacent edges where a 90 degree turn is required to better capture geometry. This is illustrated in figure 11(a) , where edge M Where conflicts arise, they are resolved by using the cell selection from the edge whose tangent most closely aligns with that of the curve at its closest point. The angle θi between the surfaces and its bisecting vector Bi are used to determine which of the four cells at the edge will be captured.
Embedding Surfaces
Capturing faces at surfaces
The next stage of the algorithm is to ensure that a continuous set of faces M 
Since both vertex and curve embedding procedures also included selection of adjacent faces, we can begin with the assumption that at least one continuous layer of faces has been captured at each surface. This is illustrated in figure 12 where the image on the left shows one of the surfaces with only the faces near the curves that have been captured. This procedure can be compared to an advancing front algorithm where boundary faces are first captured and interior faces to the surfaces are progressively discovered and added to the surface until a continuous set of grid faces have been established that represent the surface. It is advantageous to order the procedure such that loops of faces progressively advance towards the interior of the surface until they close on themselves. Figure 13 illustrates the procedure for advancing a single front where a current front edge defined by M selected by computing μ ij using equation 6 as we did for edges. In this case the vectors V Mj and V Gi are the normal vectors of the grid face and surface, and the points P Mj and P Gj is the midpoint of the face and its projection to the surface G 
Capturing cells at surfaces
Also part of this procedure is the selection of the cells adjacent new faces as the algorithm progresses. Cells can be selected by choosing from the two adjacent cells at the new face. Depending on which of the three candidate faces is selected, zero, one or two new cells may be added to the volume with each new face added to a surface.
Embedding Volumes
Capturing cells in a volume
The final step of the algorithm is to ensure that all remaining cells M embedding procedures completed is shown in figure 14 where the different colors (shades) represent the separate captured surfaces in the Cartesian grid.
Completing the Mesh
The embedding procedures discussed in this work focus specifically on providing a base mesh that is topologically equivalent to a given boundary representation. Once this is achieved, subsequent sheet insertion and mesh optimization steps would be employed to build a final mesh as described by Shepherd [10] . Up to this point in the procedure, a Cartesian grid has been used because of its efficiency and low memory requirements. Sheet insertion procedures, however, require a full unstructured mesh data representation to insert appropriate layers of hexes. As a result, the base mesh is transferred to an unstructured data representation before sheet insertion and mesh optimization algorithms are executed. A simple implementation of a completed mesh on the example C-Geometry model illustrated in figure 4 is shown in figure 15 . On the left is the base mesh shown in figure 14 with its associated grid entities projected to its parent geometry. The curves in the original geometry are also shown demonstrating the ability of the procedure to embed arbitrary B-Rep topology within a grid. This figure also illustrates that poor quality elements arise as a result of multiple edges and faces from a single cell being projected to the same geometric parent. Although not specifically part of this study, the figure on the right illustrates the insertion of buffer layers or sheets to improve element quality near the boundary using the pillow operation in the CUBIT [2] Meshing Toolkit. Future work will focus on the automatic insertion of boundary sheets. A few examples of B-Rep topology captured using the proposed embedding procedures are also illustrated in figure 16 . The top row shows the original CAD model, while the bottom row illustrates the topologically equivalent set of grid cells that will be used in the final meshing procedures. Different colors (shades) in the grids illustrate the distinct surfaces that have been captured from the grid and associated with its parent geometry.
Conclusion
Hexahedral methods that begin with a Cartesian grid as a base mesh are attractive because of their potential for automation. Their primary use, however has been for bio-medical applications that do not include significant topology. These methods have not been as effective for topology rich models such as those common to three-dimensional CAD solid models described by a boundary representation. While some work has been done to ensure curves and surfaces are captured in a Cartesian-based mesh, this work proposes a new systematic approach to ensure that features of a B-Rep model are adequately represented in a final hexahedral mesh.
This work introduces an approach to embedding features in a Cartesian grid. Without such procedures there is no guarantee that important features defined in a CAD model will be captured in the simulation model. Using traditional in-out procedures can often neglect topological equivalence, resulting in non-manifold or disjoint cells, as well as insufficient local node valence for a given B-Rep topology. Current methods generally resolve these issues by using mesh enrichment strategies that can introduce highly refined and poorly shaped elements. The embedding procedures described here build a base mesh from a Cartesian grid that is intended to meet topological equivalence requirements of a B-Rep while reducing the need for mesh enrichment.
While a Cartesian grid provides efficiency and ease-of-use, for complete generality, it is clear that mesh enrichment strategies will need to be applied. However it is expected that the proposed embedding procedures will limit the use of such strategies. Future work will need to extend these procedures to combine mesh enrichment with topology embedding to ensure that topological equivalence is maintained for an arbitrary B-Rep configuration.
In contrast to traditional in-out procedures for generating a base mesh, using the proposed embedding algorithms also provides more control over mesh topology, such that numbers of hexes placed at curves and vertices can better account for local geometry. Future work will study how sheet insertion procedures can work together with embedding algorithms to better control placement of sheets to maximize element quality.
The topology embedding problem, while a key component of automatic hexahedral meshing, is clearly only one part of a fully automatic procedure. Careful insertion of boundary sheets as well as projection and mesh optimization methods are necessary to provide a robust, quality hexahedral mesh. Ongoing work to couple the proposed procedures into a fully automatic hexahedral meshing algorithm for topology rich models is still necessary and under development along with its extension to muti-volume assemblies.
